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My paintings begin with ideas inspired directly from nature, the sun and surfing, because those are 
the things I love and dream about. 
 
I am fascinated by nature and the idea that everything is connected in the entire Universe.  
Extensive studies of sacred geometry, physics and ancient cultures make their way into my work. 
 
I first visualize the finished painting in my mind.  Then I begin my ideas with loose sketches, and 
that’s where I discover the best composition and design.  I can see it finished before paint even 
hits the canvas. 
 
My creations move quickly through me, so I enjoy working with a variety of mediums that allow 
me to paint quickly.  I get various effects using different tools, brushes and paints.  Using many 
mediums in one painting enables me to get desired colors, light and energy that I strive for in each 
piece. 
 
People are most drawn to my vibrant colors and the powerful energy in my paintings.  I strive to 
create movement and positive feelings in my art, because that’s what makes people happy. 
 
My paintings visually illustrate the message that everything is energy and that we are all connected 
in this Universe.  I strive to help people to understand some of these complex concepts in physics, 
in an easy way. 
 
The art achieves this by bringing together mathematics, ancient symbols and elements such as 
water, energy and vibration. 
 
Though my paintings, I strive to share a visual understanding of the things I learn through my 
daily studies of physics and my nature-inspired lifestyle.  It is all connected. 
 
My ultimate message is that life is exciting and meant to be enjoyed.  I wanted to inspire others to 
get out and enjoy nature, see its beauty and live their life now, as it was meant to be. 
 
Life is good – Drew Brophy 
 
 
 
 

Visit Drew’s online Gallery at www.drewbrophy.com 
 Contact: Son of the Sea, Inc. at (949) 678-8133 or e-mail mariab@drewbrophy.com 
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